BA Everywhere:
Imagine the Difference
It Could Make!
“The widespread promotion and popularization of the new synthesis of communism that
BA has brought forward, and what is embodied in his leadership overall, is a crucial part
of preparing minds as well as organizing forces for revolution. In this period BA
Everywhere is the concentrated focus of the work to carry out that promotion and
popularization. It is the leading edge now of a whole strategic process interacting with
objective developments in the world through which the movement for revolution and the
party that is leading the revolution gets built; a process through which a revolutionary
people takes shape; a process which can hasten the understanding of people broadly
that the system is the problem—with its leaders and structures seen to be illegitimate and
through which millions can come to see that this revolution is the solution to the horrific
and intractable problems that humanity faces...
“BA and the new synthesis of communism sets the goal, context, and framework for all
the different elements of revolutionary work in today’s situation—preparing minds and
organizing forces for revolution...
“Raising money for BA Everywhere is bringing something new onto the political landscape that
will accelerate the whole process of building a movement for revolution, giving a living sense
and involving people from all strata, transforming the thinking of different sections of people
impacting on the whole atmosphere. These are times that require radical thinking and radical
solutions. People can recognize and support how BA Everywhere makes that possible.”

Available on DVD:

—From “BA Everywhere—Imagine the Difference it Could Make! Why and how it is key to
changing the world—to making revolution” in this issue and at revcom.us

BA Speaks: REVOLUTION—NOTHING LESS! Bob Avakian Live
A Film of a Talk by Bob Avakian

Above: Atlanta, GA, at a stop of the BAsics Bus Tour, summer 2012.
Left: the finale of the April 11, 2011 Celebration of the release of Bob Avakian’s BAsics at Harlem Stage in New York City.

Order from:
• RCP Publications, PO Box 3486 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL 60654
• At revcom.us • At Revolution Books • At amazon.com
3 disc set $15 (add $3 for shipping if ordering by mail or online)
Visit revcom.us for information about showings in your area

Below: BAsics on the big screen at the LA Rising festival, July 2011.

Available on DVD from Revolution Books NYC • revolutionbooksnyc.org
A NEW DOCUMENTARY FILM

STEPPING
into the
FUTURE

BAsics, from the talks and writings of Bob Avakian is a book of quotations
and short essays.
Free e-book version available now! Instructions and links for download are at revcom.us/
avakian/About-Basics-ebook-en.html. For print version, send money order or check for $10
plus $3.98 shipping/handling/tax to RCP Publications, PO Box 3486, Merchandise Mart,
Chicago, IL 60654, or buy online at revcom.us or amazon.com.

On the Occasion of the Publication of BAsics
A Celebration of Revolution and the Vision of a New World
revcom.us

